Consider a uniform distribution of r-CNF formulae (in Conjunctive Normal Form) with cn clauses, each with r distinct literals, over a set of n variables. A prime implicant Y of a formula @ is a consistent conjunction of literals which implies @ but ceases to imply when deprived of any one literal. The normalized length of 9 is the ratio of the number of its literals to the number of variables occurring in @. We show that for any E > 0 and for some range of values of c depending on r, almost every r-CNF formula: _ either is satisfiable and any one of its prime implicants has a normalized length at least equal to (c&(c)/( 1 -e-"')) -F and at most equal to (&(c)/( 1 -e-l')) +E, a&(c) and c&(c) being well-defined as functions of c, or is unsatisfiable. A first practical consequence is when testing the satisfiability of r-CNF formulae by procedures such as the well-known Davis, Putnam and Loveland Procedure, for almost every r-CNF formula, when it is satisfiable, the proportion of variables which must be assigned a value by such procedures, in order to find a solution, is at least equal to (ccL(c)/(l -e-")) -E.
Introduction
A CNF formula is a conjunction of clauses, each clause being a disjunction of literals over a set of variables. A literal is a boolean variable x or its negation TX. A truth assignment is a mapping which assigns 1 or 0 to each variable in its domain. A CNF formula Qi over a set of n variables is satisfiable or consistent iff there exists a truth assignment w under which @ has the value 1. w is called a solution of @. Determining whether a given CNF formula is satisfiable is the well-known Satisfiability Problem (SAT for short).
An r-CNF formula has clauses, each with exactly r literals. As is well-known, to test the satisfiability of 2-CNF formulae is a problem in P, and for ~33 the problem is NP-complete. r-CNF formulae are currently under active study because for r33, they provide an inexhaustible source of difficult tests for the design of efficient algorithms solving the SAT Problem [5, 2] . The general probabilistic model used to generate these formulae consists in choosing uniformly, independently and with replacement a given number m of clauses from the 2'(T) p ossible clauses with r distinct variables over a set of n boolean variables. Throughout this paper the ratio number of clauses to number of variables of formulae is denoted by c and this probabilistic model is denoted by SZ(n,c,r). For these formulae, experiments provide evidence for a threshold phenomenon in the following sense. Almost every (a.e.) formula in SZ(n,c,r) would be satisfiable for c smaller than a well-defined constant c,* depending on r and unsatisfiable for c greater than CT [7, 12, 5, 2] . The phrase "Almost every (a.e.) formula in fi(qc, r) has a given property 9" means as usual, that the probability to have 9 tends to 1 as n tends to infinity. Up to now, only the threshold for 2-CNF formulae has been demonstrated to be at c = 1 by Chvhtal and Reed [l] and Goerdt [8] . From experiments the value of ct is expected to be at about 4.25.
A prime implicant (PI for short) of a CNF formula @ is a consistent conjunction 4 of literals which logically implies @ (Y + @) but ceases to when 9 is deprived of any one literal [l&20] . We call length of a PI, the number of its literals. PIs of boolean formulae have been used in many areas, such as digital circuit optimization [ 19, 151, fault trees [9] , assumption truth maintenance systems [4, 21] , knowledge compilation [22, 141. This paper is concerned with the lengths of prime implicants of satisfiable r-CNF formulae in Q(n,c,r). Not all II variables may occur in a random formula of fi(n,c,r).
And the length of a PI is meaningful only if it is compared with the number of variables occurring in the formulae. It is not therefore sufficient to consider simply the length of a PI of a formula of Q(n,c,r). So we define a normalized length of a PI. First we call actual number of variables of any CNF formula F, the number of distinct variables occurring in F. It follows that we call the actual number of solutions of F, the number of its solutions defined over the set of variables occurring in F.
Definition 1.1. The normalized length of a prime implicant of F is the ratio of the number of its literals to the actual number of variables of F.
In this paper we establish non-obvious upper and lower bounds on the normalized length of PIs of a.e. satisfiable formula in Q(n,c,r). The phrase "a.e. satisfiable formula in Q(n,c,r) has a given property .9" will mean, throughout the paper, that the ratio of the number of satisfiable formulae not satisfying 9 (or equivalently the number of formulae which either are satisfiable and have 9, or are unsatisfiable) to the total number of formulae, satisfiable and unsatisfiable, in Q(n, c, r) tends to 0 (respectively 1) as n increases indefinitely. Of course the established bounds concern the formulae with a ratio c, number of clauses to number of variables, at most equal to the value of the supposed (demonstrated for r = 2) threshold since, beyond the threshold a.e. formula is unsatisfiable. 0 and 1 are obvious lower and upper bounds of the normalized length. The bounds presented in this paper are established by calculating from Definition 1.1, on the one hand, lower and upper bounds of the actual number of variables of a.e. formula in 0(n, c,r), and on the other hand, lower and upper bounds of the number of literals of PIs of a.e. satisfiable formula in SZ(n,c,r). Tight bounds on the actual number of variables can be easily obtained by using a classical result on the proportion of empty urns after a random allocation of balls in urns [lo, 11, 171 . For this, consider the following modified probabilistic model. A random r-CNF formula with cn clauses is obtained by choosing uniformly, independently, and with replacement, r variables from a set of n variables and then by negating, with probability l/2, each of the r chosen variables to form every clause of the formula. This modified probabilistic model differs from the model Q(n, c, r) by the replacement of each of the r variables chosen to form every clause of a formula. Denoting by LI the actual number of variables of a random formula of the modified probabilistic model, from the result cited above on the proportion of empty urns in the urn model, we can then deduce that for n large, /i is concentrated around the mean (1 -e-"")n, i.e., for any s>O:
lim Pr n+m (1 A ; -(I -eCc) >E =O. I > From this, it is an easy exercise to get the same result for the model Q(n, c, r). Hence: Proposition 1.1. For any F >O, almost every formula in Q(n,c,r) has an actual number of variables bounded by (1 -e-" -&)n and (1 -e-"' + E)n. 0 and n are the obvious lower and upper bounds of the length of PIs of satisfiable formulae of S2(n, c, Y). For c < 1, a better upper bound than n is cn since, as we will see in Section 2, the number of literals of a PI of a CNF formula cannot be larger than the number of clauses. We can provide better lower and upper bounds by applying the first moment method to the number of PIs, with a given length, of a random formula in SZ(n,c,r). Let an be a length of PI with 0~x6 inf( 1,~) and let 99$n be the set of PIs, with length ctn, of a random formula of Q(n,c,r). We will calculate in Section 2, the exponential order of the expectation of 19$!z,nJ with a > 0: We show that on [0, inf( 1, c)], fr,c(r) first increases, attains an absolute maximum at some value denoted by ?r,c E IO, inf( 1, c)[ and then decreases. Assume first that for a fixed r and a given c, the maximum fr,,(gr,,) is less than 1. Then from the fact that the expectation of Pls of any length is such that: E()YXr,-J) x [fr,,(cr,,)]", it easily follows that a.e. formula in Q(n, c, r) is unsatisfiable. Now assume that for a fixed r and for some c, the maximum of fr,,(Er,,) is higher than 1, and assume further that, according to the variations of fr,c(~),fr,c(a) intersects y = 1 at two points denoted by a;(c) and G&(C) such that O<~~(C),<~,.,~~~~(C)< inf(l,c) and fr,c(a~(c))=fr,~(~~(c))= 1. Using the exponential order of the expectation, it can be easily shown that for any E >O, almost no formula in Q(n,c, r) has a PI with a length lower than (a;(c) -e)n or greater than (cY~(c) + c)n. Those numbers represent therefore respective lower and upper bounds of the length of PIs of a.e. satisfiable formulae in Q(n, c, r). It is therefore crucial to know whether fr,c(x) intersects the line y = 1 at two, one or zero points.
By merely using the intermediate value theorem, we will show in Section 3 that for any r 3 2 and every c > 0 there exists a point X;(C) satisfying the conditions mentioned above. We can then deduce a lower bound of the normalized length of PIs which is $(c)/( 1 -eerc) -a. This result is stated in our theorem on the lower bound: This theorem has a practical consequence for the procedures which test satisfiability of r-CNF formulae by assigning values to the variables, as does the classical Davis, Putnam and Loveland (DPL) procedure [3, 131 . The shortest PI of a satisfiable formula represents the smallest number of variables to be assigned a value to satisfy every clause of the formula. Consequently, for any small E >O, a procedure testing satisfiability such as DPL, must, to find a solution of a.e. satisfiable formula in SZ(n,c,r), assign a correct value to a proportion of variables occurring in the formula at least equal to
It can be observed numerically that a;(c) increases as a function of c (see Tables l-3 ,5, Section 3). Consequently, the minimum number of variables which must be assigned a correct value in order to find a solution, increases as a function of c. This supports the experimental fact that for a given number of variables the difficulty of finding a solution of a satisfiable random formula in Q(n,c,r) with a procedure such as DPL, increases as a function of the number of clauses [ 16, 2, 5] .
We now sketch the calculation of the upper bound. The situation is more complicated than for the lower bound. To obtain a non-obvious upper bound of the normalized length of PIs, it is not sufficient that fr,c(a) intersects the line y = 1 at a point at(c) such that Zr,.<ab(c)< inf(l,c).
For E>O as small as we want, (XL(C) + E)n could be taken as a non-obvious upper bound of the number of variables of PIs of a.e. satisfiable formula in Q(n,c, r). Nevertheless (ah(c) + &)n could be greater than the number of variables occurring in these satisfiable formulae, which is not admissible.
Likewise the upper bound of the normalized length of PIs, (a;(~)/(1 -eerc)) + I:'
(with E' >O as small as we want), could be greater than 1 which is also not admissible. However, if c&(c) satisfies the relation: c&(c) < 1 -eer', this definitely guarantees As a direct consequence of these theorems we can derive an exponential lower bound on the actual number of solutions of a.e. satisfiable formula in 52(n,c,r). Let us call the variables not occurring in a PI 9 of a formula @, free variables with respect to 9.
The truth assignments to the variables of @ such that the literals of .Y take the value 1 and the free variables with respect to 4 any value 0 or 1, satisfy @. Thus from the upper bound of the normalized lengths of PIs provided by the preceding theorems, we can derive an exponential lower bound for the actual number of solutions of a.e. 
_ either is satisjiable and has an exponential actual number of solutions which is at least equal to 2(1-e-rc'-aL(C)-E)n, ~ or is unsatisjable.
From those exponential lower bounds, one can note that for each value of c lower than and close to the supposed (or demonstrated for r = 2) threshold, the solutions of a.e. satisfiable formula in f&n, c, r) are not extremely rare. From experiments this might seem unexpected since, as the ratio c approaches the threshold, the difficulty of solving satisfiable formulae increases very strongly and seems to be maximum at the threshold.
This could suggest that solutions become extremely rare in a small neighbourhood at the left of the threshold.
The layout of this paper is as follows. In the next section we calculate the expectation of the number of PIs of a random formula of Q(n,c,r)
as a function of their length and we derive the exponential order of the expectation given by Proposition 1.2. We establish some properties of the base fr,(cc) of this exponential order, in particular, 
I. Dejinitions
We give some specific definitions concerning ordinary and prime implicants of CNF formulae. In all the following definitions, F refers to a CNF formula over a set X of n boolean variables. We will say that a set of literals is consistent iff it contains no pair of opposite literals, i.e. x and TX. Definition 2.1. Given a consistent set of literals I over X, a clause C of F is an &clause iff C contains exactly s distinct literals of I.
Example.

F = C, A C, A C, A C4
with
Let: I = {la, b,c}, then Cl is an lo-clause, CZ an Ii-clause, C3 an Zz-clause and Cd an Zs-clause.
Definition 2.2.
A consistent set I of literals over X is an implicant of F iff F does not contain any lo-clause.
A consequence of the above definition is that under the truth assignment to the variables of an Implicant Z of F such that every literal of I takes the value 1, every clause of F has the value 1 and therefore F also has the value 1. This fits with the classical definition of an Implicant. In the previous example, Z is not an Implicant since
Ci is an la-clause.
Definition 2.
3. An Implicant I of F is called a prime implicant (PI for short) iff for any literal 1 E I, I -{I} is not an Implicant of F.
We call length of a PI Z of F, the number p of its literals with 0 6 p <n. Any variable of X which does not appear in Z is called a free variable with respect to I. A solution of F can be obtained from Z by assigning the truth values to the variables of Z such that every literal of Z takes the value 1 and by assigning any truth value 0 or 1 to the free variables with respect to I. By this way from a PI Z of F having p literals we can obtain 2*-J' solutions of F (but the actual number of solutions may be lower).
The condition for a consistent set of literals over X to be a PI of F can be expressed simply with respect to some clauses of F. For any literal 1 of a PI of F there must exist at least a clause of F which is satisfied uniquely by 1. This necessary and sufficient condition is expressed by the following proposition:
Proposition 2.1. An implicant Z of F is a prime implicant ijf every literal 1 E Z appears in at least an II-clause qf F.
Proof. Assume that Z is an implicant such that there is at least a literal I which does not appear in any Ii -clause. Consider the set I' = I-{ Z}, the &-clauses where I appears, are Ii'_, -clauses. Since I appears in no Ii-clause then the Ii-clauses are such that s>O and I' is therefore an implicant. Then, Z is not a prime implicant.
Conversely assume that Z is an implicant such that every 1 E Z appears in at least an It-clause, say C(Z). For Z' =I -{I}, C(Z) 1s an IL-clause and then I' is not an implicant. Consequently Z is a prime implicant. 0
Example.
where In the above example the normalized length of I = {a, b} is 2/3.
The expected number of prime implicants of a random formula of Q(n,c,r) as a function of their length
In this subsection we calculate the expectation of the number of PIs with a fixed length p 2 0 of a random formula of Q(n, c, r). From now on, we assume that n 3 r 3 2.
We consider first the general case c > 0 and p 2 1 and later the special cases where c=O and/or p=O. Assume c >O and p > 1. We calculate first the probability that a fixed consistent set of p literals denoted by IJ' is a PI of a random formula of Q(n,c,r).
We denote this probability by Pr(lJ'). For this we compute the number of formulae of Q(n,c,r)
such that Zp is a PI divided by the number of formulae in L? (n,c,r) . Notice that from the definition of Q(n,c,r), an r-CNF formula of Q(n,c,r) is an ordered conjunction of clauses. For each formula of Q(n,c,r) such that ZJ' is a PI, the set of clauses can be partitioned into two disjoint subsets: the set of $-clauses and the set of I/'-clauses with s = 2,. . . , r. Let us denote by q the cardinal of the set of If-clauses of a formula in Q(n, c, r) such that IP is a PI. By proposition 2.1, q satisfies the relation p <q <c n.
Every formula of S2(n, c, r) such that ZJ' is a PI and having q If-clauses can be obtained as follows.
(a>
Choose q integers in { 1,. . . , cn} which will be the ranks of the q If-clauses in the conjunction of cn clauses to be built up. There are (",") possible choices of these q ranks. Let R be the set of the q chosen ranks. Partition R into p non-empty subsets. S(q, p) denoting the Stirling number of the second kind, there are S(q, p) partitions of R into p non-empty subsets. Follows from what precedes that the number of distinct formulae of L?(n, c, r) such Ip is a PI and having q = p,. . .,cn $'-clauses is
The total number of possible clauses with Y distinct literals over n variables being W, = 2'(T) and th ereby the total number of formulae of L?(n, c, r) being ( IV,.)'", we have
There are 2P(i) distinct consistent sets of literals over n variables which can be PIs of length p of a formula in Q(n,c,r). We denote by 9JY:C,. the set of PIs, with length p, of a random formula in 52(qc,~). Thus, the mathematical expectation of ISY$.I is
We now examine the special cases.
(I) p = 0 with c > 0. There is no formula in Q(n,c,r) such that c > 0 and I0 is a PI, hence E(19'YtC,,l) = 0. 
II
Denoting by 9$!,, the set of all prime implicants of a random formula of R(n,c,r), we derive from Proposition 2.2 that the expectation of the total number of PIs is, for c>o:
and for c=O:
The exponential order of the expected number of prime implicants
In this subsection we provide first the exponential order of the expected number of
PIs of a random formula of !S(n,c,r), as a function of their length. We show that this exponential order is unimodal as a function of the length of PIs and we establish some other properties.
To calculate the exponential order, we need first to establish estimates from below and from above of the expectation. Finally, for x # 1 the following inequalities for u&n,n) (2.1) and u,(an,n) (2.2) can be easily obtained: Proof. We give the calculation only for E( IYYi,zp" I), the calculation for E( IYcF\,~"" I) is similar. We have E(I.~~~~,~Pn/)=E(I~PS~.cl)+ C E(IYPg;'J). ,=L z ,,, i'" n ' n ' 1 ,I
We know that E( ~W@,l) = 0 (subsection 2.2). By Relation (2.21) which is valid for any positive rational 2, we can write 
Bounds for the lengths of prime implicants and for the number of solutions of a random V-CNF formula
In this section we prove Theorems 1. n~m~Pr((lB~~,~,jpb(c'-""")=i~~,,,.,,l)A(Y~(l -e-"+&2)n))=l.
Choosing appropriately ~1 and ~2 as functions of E we get the statement of the theorem.
Now assume that for some c> 1, fr,c(ZT,c)< 1. By Proposition 2.6 we have: is concave and increasing Table 2 3-CNF formulae (resp. decreasing) on ]O,cr,c[ (resp. on ]Zr,;r,,, 11). Consequently Newton's method can be used to compute the lower root U:(C) (resp. upper root c&(c)) of lnf,(cc) =O.
For the computation, the starting points us(c) must be chosen, positive and sufficiently low (resp. high) so that f,,,(~, Moreover we have U'(X) < 00 and v'(x) < co. And v(x) being explicitly invertible then v-'(x) can then be numerically computed. Consequently a simple iteration method can be applied to solve u(x) = U(X) and to find the root x0. For the computation, a starting point xS must be chosen positive and such that u(xS) > v(xS).
Bounds for r-CNF formulae with r 24
We first extend to r-CNF formulae with r 34, Theorem 1.3 on the lower bound of PIs proved for 2-and 3-CNF formulae in the preceding subsection. The conditions of existence of a lower intersection point of f,,(x) with the line y = 1 for 2-and 3-CNF formulae stated in Proposition 3.2 obviously hold for r-CNF formulae with r 2 4. Thus: It follows that the proof of Theorem 1.3 for 2-and 3-CNF formulae holds for r-CNF formulae with r 2 4.
To prove Theorems 1.5 and 1.7, we determine as for Theorems 1.4 and 1.6, the conditions of existence of an upper intersection point EL(C) of fV,c(~) with y = 1 such that XL(C) < 1 -e-". For r>4, this can be done by studying directly the variations of fr,,( 1 -ePc). That did not seem easy for Y =2,3, the reason why a specific calculation was made in the preceding subsection to prove that when aL(c) exists, we have $(c) < 1 -ePc. We first prove: and bounding terms on the right-hand side of (3.2) yields 
r . rc
To prove (d2/dc2) In fr,,( 1 -eerc) GO, it is sufficient to prove 6,(c) < 0. We will deal with the case r = 4 in a specific way after the general case r 3 5. Using the following inequalities: We can now prove that there exist two intersection points. On the one hand,' for c = E, and a = 1 -e-'" --Cr the root x0 of Eq. (1.2) is 0. We have therefore
In frC,( 1 -e-'") = rE,e-'" -&+&.ln(r(l -E,/2)'-')<O.
Since In fr,c,( 1 -e-"7) < 0 and In fr,;, Tables 3, 4 and Tables 5, 6 Tables 1 and 2, values listed in  Tables 3-6 make sense only if for the chosen values of c, not a.e. formula in Q(n,c,r) is unsatisfiable. In fr,,( 1 -eerc) being concave, the roots cj and cf were computed by Table 6 5-CNF formulae Newton's method. cx&(c) and XL(C) were computed in the same way as for 2-and 3-CNF formulae.
Numerical computations
